
PARIS: A GREAT BALANCING ACT

A balance scale is constantly tipping over to find an equilibrium, a middle ground. 
The notarial profession is one that wrestles between the conflicting perspectives of 
the state and the people, despite having a common agenda for order. Freedom of 
speech is valuable but persistent social unrest may escalate into violent protests, 
as seen in the recent Yellow Vests Movement. The site itself is at crossroads between 
the historical axes stretching from the Louvre to La Defence, also known as the “Axe 
historique”, and the political-economic divide that reflects the current divided state 
of modern Paris. In this struggle for balance, our project proposes finding a middle 
ground between public order and individual freedom in a symbolically significant 
site by converging two phenomena that resonate with Parisians.

The eNotarization phenomena has resulted in minimised spatial requirements, and 
relies on an expansive digital network - more so than a physical one. In support of 
this technological shift, a skills-enhancement center and a resource library is shared 
as public resources, projecting the notary’s innovative, interactive and transparent 
service agenda. This transparency extends to public visual involvement; people are 
symbolically placed over the state, in that the public is ensured visual connection to 
key notarial functions from above. As a homage to the most iconic Parisian archi-
tectural landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, and the upcoming Triangle 
Tower, our proposal takes the form of an inverted pyramid, referencing, yet subvert-
ing the Parisian values that they stand for. The gestural inversion returns the ground 
floor to the people and contributes to their socio-collective identity. Going back to 
the French Revolution, where the ‘mob’ protested against tax exemptions for the rich 
and succeeded, the spirit of speaking their mind is inherent, unavoidable and nat-
ural. The French spirit has even ingrained itself in the wide Haussmann boulevards 
characteristic of Paris, which were designed to prevent barricading in the past. Our 
proposal provides an alternative platform to express their opinion publicly through 
a customizable frame structure for grassroots initiatives which integrates a media 
wall and powerful political art installations, to shift violent protesting towards a more 
peaceable and effective method. On an urban scale, the site will be the headquarters 
of a public amenity hub network providing toilets, water and electricity for infrastruc-
ture during freedom of speech rallies and events.

The site is transformed into a catalyst for public interaction, encouraging more open 
communication and discourse, and most importantly, it becomes a space of trans-
parency and freedom of speech between the state, the notaries and the people of 
Paris. We hope that through our proposal, the values that form the bedrock of Pari-
sian society - liberté, égalité, fraternité - can be returned to its most esteemed state 
through A Great Balancing Act.


